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The Global Economic Reset Marks 
The Beginning of 

The Great Tribulation 
Globalists Reveal That the “Great Economic Reset”  

Is Coming In 2021 But It Is More Insidious Than That! 
Part 4 

 
Most people are not history buffs; but nearly everyone loves a scandal story.  The 
Democrats attacked President Trump first with sexual improprieties, as they did against 
Judge Kavanagh to discredit his election chances to the U.S. Supreme Court.  History is 
rich with scandals and character assassinations built around sexual liaisons. 

 
Blackmail, the Federal Reserve, WWI, CFR, UN and a new world bank 

1913: On March 4, Woodrow Wilson is elected the 28th President of the United States. 
Shortly after he is inaugurated, he is visited in the White House by Samuel Untermyer of 
law firm, Guggenheim, Untermyer, and Marshall, who tries to blackmail him for the sum 
of $40,000 in relation to an affair Wilson had whilst he was a professor at Princeton 
University, with a fellow professor’s wife. 
 

 
 
President Wilson does not have the money, so Samuel Untermyer volunteers to pay the 
$40,000 out of his own pocket to the woman Wilson had had the affair with, on the 
condition that Wilson promise to appoint to the first vacancy on the United States 
Supreme Court a nominee to be recommended to President Wilson by Untermyer. 
Wilson has little choice and agrees to this. 
 
That same year they also set up their last and current central bank in America, the 
Federal Reserve. Congressman Charles Lindbergh stated following the passing of the 
Federal Reserve Act on December 23, 1913: “The Act establishes the most gigantic 
trust on earth. When the President signs this Bill, the invisible government of the 
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monetary power will be legalized. The greatest crime of the ages is perpetrated by this 
banking and currency bill.” 
 
It is important to note that the Federal Reserve is a private company, it is neither 
Federal nor does it have any Reserve. It is conservatively estimated that profits exceed 
$150 billion per year and the Federal Reserve has never once in its history published 
accounts. 
 
1914: The start of World War 1. In this war, the German Rothschild’s loan money to the 
Germans, the British Rothschild’s loan money to the British, and the French 
Rothschild’s loan money to the French. 
 
Furthermore, the Rothschild’s have control of the three European news agencies, Wolff 
(est. 1849) in Germany, Reuters (est. 1851) in England, and Havas (est. 1835) in 
France. 
 
The Rothschild’s use Wolff to manipulate the German people into fervor for war. From 
around this time, the Rothschild’s are rarely reported in the media, because they own 
the media. 
 
1916: On June 4, Louis Dembitz Brandeis is appointed to the Supreme Court of the 
United States by President Wilson as per his agreed blackmail payment to Samuel 
Untermyer some three years earlier. 
 
In the middle of World War 1, Germany was winning the war as they were being 
financed by the Rothschild’s to a greater extent than France, Italy and England, 
because Rothschild’s, did not want to support the Tsar in Russia, and of course Russia 
was on the same side as France, Italy and England. 
 
Then a significant event occurred. Germany, although they were winning the war and 
not one foreign soldier had set foot on their soil, offered armistice to Britain with no 
requirement of reparations. The Rothschild’s were anxious to make sure this didn’t 
happen as they were expecting to make far more money off this war, so they played 
another card they had up their sleeve. 
 
Whilst the British were considering Germany’s offer, Rothschild agent Louis Brandeis 
sends a delegation from America to Britain to promise to bring America into the war on 
the side of the British, provided the British agree to give the land of Palestine to the 
Rothschild’s. 
 
The Rothschild’s wanted Palestine for the following reason: they had great business 
interests in the Far East and desired their own state in that area along with their own 
military which they could use as an aggressor to any state that threatened those 
interests. 
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The British subsequently agree to the deal for Palestine. Suddenly all the major 
newspapers in America that up to that point had been pro-German turned on Germany 
running propaganda pieces such as: German soldiers were killing Red Cross Nurses; 
German soldiers were cutting off babies’ hands, etc., in order to manipulate the 
American public against the Germans. Absolutely none of these claims were true at all. 
On December 12, 1916, Germany and her allies offer peace terms to end the war. 
 
1917: As a result of Germany’s offer of peace the Rothschild war machine goes into 
overdrive in America, spreading propaganda, which leads to President Wilson under the 
instructions of American Supreme Court Justice, Louis Dembitz Brandeis, reneging on 
his promise to the electorate and taking America into the first world war on April 6. 
 
The Rothschild’s order the execution by the Bolsheviks they control, and the murder of 
Tsar Nicholas II and his entire family in Russia, even though the Tsar had already 
abdicated on March 2. This is both to get control of the country and an act of revenge 
for Tsar Alexander I blocking their world government plan in 1815 at the Congress of 
Vienna, and Tsar Alexander II siding with President Abraham Lincoln in 1864. 
 
 

 
 
Photo shows members of the Romanovs, the last royal family of Russia including: 
seated (left to right) Marie, Queen Alexandra, Czar Nicholas II, Anastasia, Alexei (front), 
and standing (left to right), Olga and Tatiana.  
 
It is extremely important for them to slaughter the entire family including women and 
children in order to make good on the promise to do so made by Nathan Mayer 
Rothschild in 1815. It is designed to show the world what happens if you ever attempt to 
cross the Rothschild’s. 
 
U.S. Congressman Oscar Callaway informs Congress that J. P. Morgan is a Rothschild 
front and has taken control of the American media industry. He states: 
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“In March, 1915, the J.P. Morgan interests, the steel, shipbuilding, and powder interest, 
and their subsidiary organizations, got together 12 men high up in the newspaper world 
and employed them to select the most influential newspapers in the United States and 
sufficient number of them to control generally the policy of the daily press. They found it 
was only necessary to purchase the control of 25 of the greatest papers…An agreement 
was reached. The policy of the papers was bought, to be paid for by the month, an 
editor was furnished for each paper to properly supervise and edit information regarding 
the questions of preparedness, militarism, financial policies, and other things of national 
and international nature considered vital to the interests of the purchasers.” 
 
1919: In January, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg are killed as they attempt to 
lead another Rothschild funded Communist coup, this time in Berlin, Germany. 
 
The Versailles peace conference is held to decide reparations that the Germans need to 
pay to the victors following the end of the First World War. A delegation of 117 headed 
up by Bernard Baruch, bring up the subject of the promise of Palestine for them. At this 
point the Germans realized why America had turned on them and under whose 
influence, the Rothschild’s 
. 
The Versailles peace conference is also used as an attempt by the Rothschild’s to set 
up a world government under the pretext of ending all wars (which they create). This 
was called the “League of Nations”. Fortunately not enough countries accepted it and so 
it soon died. 
 
M. Rothschild & Sons’ are given a permanent role to fix the world’s daily gold price. This 
takes place in the City of London offices, daily at 1100 hours, in the same room until 
2004. 
 
1920: Winston Churchill writes in an article in the ‘Illustrated Sunday Herald’, dated 
February 8th: 
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“From the days of Illuminati leader Weishaupt, to those of Karl Marx, to those of Trotsky, 
this worldwide conspiracy has been steadily growing. 
 
And now at last this band of extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the great 
cities of Europe and America, have gripped the Russian people by the hair of their 
heads and become the undisputed masters of that enormous empire.” 
 
1921: Under the orders of Jacob Schiff the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is 
founded by Bernard Baruch and Colonel Edward Mandell House. Schiff gave his orders 
prior to his death in 1920, as he knew an organization in America needed to be set up to 
select politicians to carry on the Rothschild conspiracy and the formation of the CFR 
was actually agreed in a meeting on May 30, 1919 at the Hotel Majestic in Paris, 
France. 
 
The CFR membership at the start was approximately 1000 people in the United States. 
This membership included the heads of virtually every industrial empire in America, all 
the American based international bankers, and the heads of all their tax-free 
foundations. In essence all those people who would provide the capital required for 
anyone who wished to run for Congress, the Senate or the Presidency. 
 
The first job of the CFR was to gain control of the press. This task was given to John D. 
Rockefeller who set up a number of national news magazines such as ‘Life’ and ‘Time’. 
He financed Samuel Newhouse to buy up and establish a chain of newspapers all 
across the country, and Eugene Meyer also who would go on to buy up many 
publications such as the ‘Washington Post’, ‘Newsweek’, and ‘The Weekly Magazine.’ 
 
The CFR also needed to get control of radio, television and the motion picture industry. 
This task was split amongst the international bankers from Kuhn Loeb, Goldman Sachs, 
the Warburg’s, to the Lehmann’s. 
 
1926: Maurice de Rothschild has a son, Edmond de Rothschild.  M. Rothschild & Sons 
refinance the Underground Electric Railways Company of London Ltd, which has a 
controlling interest in the entire London Underground transport system. 
 
1929: The Rothschild’s crash the United States economy by contracting the money 
supply. 
 
1930: The first Rothschild World Bank, the “Bank for International Settlements (BIS)” is 
established in Basel, Switzerland. 
 
1933: On November 16, President Roosevelt recognizes the regime of Stalin in Russia 
without consultation with Congress even as 8,000 Ukrainians march in protest in New 
York.  Also this year, President Roosevelt orders the all-seeing eye to be placed upon 
all new dollar bills along with the motto, “Novus Ordo Seclorum.” This is Latin for, “A 
New Order of the Ages.”  This action confirms how old this global government agenda 
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has been “in process”, and in reality was much earlier with the ratification of the Federal 
Reserve Act of December, 2013. 
 
 

 
 
Historian Carroll Quigley called the Bank of International Settlements … a system 
designed for … "nothing less than to create a world system of financial control, in 
private hands, able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of 
the world as a whole." ‘Tragedy and Hope’, Macmillan, 1966.  I first read the book as a 
junior in college.  Even as a college Junior and as a student-pastor of three rural 
Methodist churches, I never fully recognized or grasped the significance of Dr. Quigley.   
 
Professor Quigley was the historian for the Illuminati for two year at the Jesuit 
Georgetown University.  He was William Jefferson Clinton’s mentor during Bill Clinton’s 
education. 
 
"The world banking system is coordinated by the Bank for International Settlements 
whose seat is in Basel, Switzerland. It was founded in 1930 by some central banks of 
Germany, Italy, French, Britain, Belgium and two private groups, one coming from 
Japan.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_for_International_Settlements
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switzerland
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The BIS was created purportedly to support the Jesuit Eurasian crusade named 
World War II. The alibi for its creation was the Treaty of Versailles: “…After World 
War I, the need for the bank was suggested in 1929 by the Young Committee, as a 
means of transfer for German reparations payments - see Treaty of Versailles….”.  
 
In the German page of Wikipedia on BIS (translated below), they tell you it explicitly: 
"During the Nazi age from ’33 to ’45 the BIS was considered a Nazi-friendly bank 
with a strong German internal influential group. Emil Puh was both president of BIS 
and vice-president of Nazi Reich bank. After the Austrian Anschluss (1938) BIS took the 
Austrian gold and was involved with the Nazi robbery of the Nazi occupied 
Tschoslovakey. Norman Montagu, who was at the same time the president of BIS and 
of the England Bank, didn’t obstacle the National-Socialist robbery. From the April 1939 
the American lawyer Thomas McKittrick was drafter in the BIS in order to achieve a 
democratic façade. During the end of the II Thirty Years was (’39-’45) the BIS worked as 
clerk for the financial business of the Third Reich. The U.S. financial minister 
Morgenthau and the exiled Norway government tried unsuccessful to loose the bank 
(but Morgenthau was a Judenhof of the pope, he merely played a comedy). The British 
minister for finance affairs opposed to the loosing stating that the bank was useful for 
the post war re-building of Europe. Only in March 1945 they decided to add a special 
realistic effect to their fantastic comedy, blocking the financial transaction of the Third 
Reich as “…the pressure of the U.S. government was no more avoidable by the 
Swiss !...”. Wow! What a panic! In fact the past dealings of the BIS with the Nazis (BIS 
IS a Nazi bank…), vanished to re-appear only in the 90ies….”."  
 
Clear now? A true Swiss beauty. And a similar bank couldn’t avoid the Saturnalia occult 
symbology. It has 55 central bank members, so 5 X 11. The five is related to Venus, 
to the female principle, so to the liquids of whom the circulating financial liquidity 
are a strong metaphor. Then the eleven, which is the judgement. Money as a 
medium for the ‘divine’ (read: Luciferian) judgement? All that joined, packed and 
sent in every corner of the world by the Canonical based Admiralty International law. 
International as allusion to Universal as allusion to Catholic."  
 
Sovereignty claims 
Quotes from the "Agreement between the Swiss Federal Council and the Bank for 
International Settlements to determine the Bank’s legal status in Switzerland" 
(1987): 
 

 "The buildings or parts of buildings and surrounding land which, whoever 
may be the owner thereof, are used for the purposes of the Bank shall be 
inviolable. No agent of the Swiss public authorities may enter therein without the 
express consent of the Bank."  

 "The archives of the Bank and, in general, all documents and any data media 
belonging to the Bank or in its possession, shall be inviolable at all times and in 
all places."  

 "The Bank shall exercise supervision of and police power over its premises."  
 "The Bank shall enjoy immunity from jurisdiction, save: ..."  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Versailles
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Young_Plan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emil_Puh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Montagu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_McKittrick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Morgenthau,_Jr.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Admiralty_law
http://www.bis.org/about/headquart-en.pdf
http://www.bis.org/about/headquart-en.pdf
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 "The Bank shall enjoy, in respect of its property and assets, wherever located 
and by whomsoever held, immunity from any measure of execution (including 
seizure, attachment, freeze or any other measure of execution, enforcement or 
sequestration, and in particular of attachment within the meaning of Swiss law), 
except: ..."  

 "All deposits entrusted to the Bank, all claims against the Bank and the shares 
issued by the Bank shall, without the express prior agreement of the Bank, 
wherever located and by whomsoever held, be immune from any measure of 
execution (including seizure, attachment, freeze or any other measure of 
execution, enforcement or sequestration, and in particular of attachment within 
the meaning of Swiss law)."  

 "The Bank, its assets, income and other property shall be exempt from 
direct Federal, cantonal and communal taxes."  

 "The treatment by customs authorities of articles intended for the Bank shall be 
governed by the Ordinance of November 13, 1985 concerning the preferential 
customs treatment of international organizations, of States in their relations 
with such organizations and of the special missions of foreign States."  

 "The Bank may receive, hold, convert and transfer all funds, gold, currency, 
cash and other transferable securities, and dispose freely thereof, and generally 
carry out without any restriction all the operations permitted by its Statutes, 
both within Switzerland and in its relations with foreign countries."  

 "The pension fund of the Bank, which is administered under the auspices of the 
Bank for its official purposes, shall enjoy, irrespective of whether or not the fund 
has separate legal personality, the same exemptions, privileges and immunities 
as those enjoyed by the Bank itself with regard to its movable property."  

 The members of the Board of Directors of the Bank, together with the 
representatives of those central banks which are members of the Bank, 
shall enjoy while carrying out their duties in Switzerland and throughout their 
journey to or from the place where a meeting is held, the following privileges and 
immunities: (a) immunity from arrest or imprisonment and immunity from 
seizure of their personal baggage, save in flagrant cases of criminal offence; 
(b) inviolability of all papers and documents; (c) immunity from jurisdiction, 
even after their mission has been accomplished, for acts carried out in the 
discharge of their duties, including words spoken and writings; ..."  

 
Board of directors (Not current) 

 Jean-Pierre Roth, Zürich (Chairman of the Board of Directors)  
 Hans Tietmeyer, Frankfurt am Main (Vice-Chairman)  
 Nout H. E. M. Wellink, Amsterdam  
 Axel Weber, Frankfurt am Main  
 Mario Draghi, Rome  

 
Mario Draghi (OMRI), trained by the Jesuits in their Massimiliano Massimo Institute 
Jesuit institute in Rome, is the governor of the Banca d'Italia (the Italian central bank), 
then he is member of the European Central Bank and - last but not least - member of 
the Board of Directors of the Bank for International Settlements or BIS.  

http://www.bis.org/about/board.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_Draghi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knight_Grand_Cross_OMRI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massimiliano_Massimo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bankitalia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Central_Bank
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 Fabrizio Saccomanni, Rome  
 Mark Carney, Ottawa  
 Toshihiko Fukui, Tokyo  
 Timothy F. Geithner, Federal Reserve Bank of New York  
 Ben Bernanke, Federal Reserve Chairman, Washington DC  
 Lord George, London  
 Jean-Pierre Landau, Paris  
 Christian Noyer, Paris  
 Stefan Ingves, Stockholm  
 Mervyn King, London  
 Guy Quaden, Brussels  
 Alfons Vicomte Verplaetse, Brussels  
 Guillermo Ortiz Martínez, Mexico City  
 Zhou Xiaochuan, Beijing  
 Jean-Claude Trichet, Frankfurt am Main  

 

 
 
There has been much that has already been written about the Rothschild crime 
syndicate. We acknowledge that for those who are not part of the general global 
awakening and the truth movement, such discussions could get too confusing and even 
overwhelming. As such, it has been my intent in this series of article to unravel and 
shed light on any still-lingering confusion by speaking to common people and not just 
my fellow intellectual elites, academicians, and fellow independent researchers.  
 
Before I begin, I want to emphatically state the following: To those Freemasonic 
architects of control whose aim has always been to lie and confuse the masses by 
muddying the truth, let it be clear that what I am about to discuss is NOT a “conspiracy 
theory” – a pejorative they commonly use when they yearn to assassinate articulate 

https://katehon.com/sites/default/files/rothschild.jpg
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dissent. No, we are academics; we are not interested in “conspiracy theories”. However, 
we are [and should be] very much interested in conspiracy FACTS since it is our job to 
investigate and expose lies and spread the truth. I remind you of the old Christian 
proverb that the biggest trick the devil has ever pulled [throughout human history] were 
to convince the masses that he doesn’t exist. With that preface in mind, I now get into 
the crux of the matter. 
 
For approximately 250 years, the multi-faceted Zionist Rothschild crime family, with its 
prototypical Luciferian, anti-Christian, anti-religion, globalist aspirations, has tirelessly 
worked to intertwine and morph itself into the already existing global financial power 
structure as well as take over the helms of the mass brainwashing apparatus that we 
now call the controlled western mainstream media. 
 
And up to now, they have mainly succeeded. But in the last two decades or so, albeit 
slowly but surely, things have been finally turning against them, thanks primarily to the 
general global awakening and the truth movement facilitated through an unprecedented 
proliferation of knowledge, courtesy of the information technology revolution that is 
connecting us all together.  
 
If we aim to truly expose and eventually derail and defeat the satanic Illuminati agenda 
and the New World Order mechanism – or more accurately translated, New Secular 
(godless) Order which is a more precise translation of the Latin phrase, “Novus Ordo 
Seclorum” – which has been in making for centuries, then we must arm ourselves with 
the up-to-now hidden knowledge of not just the version of history that has been [and still 
is being] taught to students in our Western, mainstream, so-called educational systems, 
but instead turn to the alternative, hidden version of history which used to only be 
available and known in various so-called “elite”, occult, and esoteric circles throughout 
the world, especially in the Western so-called “civilization”. Yes, information was always 
power as it will forever be. At any rate, it is nearly impossible to delve into such matters 
without stumbling on the name Rothschild.  
 
George Orwell put it best in his legendary book, ‘1984’: “He who controls the past 
controls the future. He who controls the present controls the past.” Throughout the 
Western, mainstream, so-called educational systems, the Rothschild’s are what I call 
the ultimate, obsessive-compulsive architects of control – so meticulous that there have 
been few examples in modern [or postmodern] history that matches them. 
 
Note: Do not be alarmed by the word “occult” which literally means, "clandestine, 
hidden, secret or knowledge of the hidden". This, of course, does not have to be satanic 
in nature but it could be. However, by shedding light on such matters, this up-to-now 
hidden knowledge will no longer be occultic but transparent, apparent, and self-evident. 
Hence we take away its occultic mystique and in this case diabolic nature. Let us be 
comforted by the Word of God as delivered through Apostle John, peace be upon him, 
some 2000 years ago:  
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“The light shines in the darkness, yet the darkness has not overcome it” – John 
1:5. 
 
Let us glance back with some brief and on-the-surface facts about the Rothschild’s, 
especially their hidden hand in the Middle East region: 
 
In 1917, the British subsidiary of the Rothschild crime syndicate effectively arm-twisted 
and forcibly lobbied the British Government to promise to grant them Palestine in 
exchange for getting the United States to get involved in World War I on the side of 
Britain and thus ensure a British victory over Germany, et al. 
 
Thus the Balfour Declaration was conceived. This was a one-page official letter 
(business executive-summary style) from the British Foreign Secretary at the time, 
Arthur James Balfour, to Baron Rothschild stating the following: “His Majesty’s 
government views with favor the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the 
Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this 
objective.” 
 
There was a big problem with this scenario: Palestine was never Britain’s to grant away. 
It rightfully belonged to the Palestinian Arabs who had dwelled there for centuries – ever 
since time immortal as recorded in the Old Testament, albeit portrayed in a negative 
light due to the Israelite bias. Thousands of years later, in walked the Rothschild 
Zionists, usurping their way in, as usual, since this has been their traditional method of 
stealing power and resources for centuries. Slowly but surely, they started to brutally 
and forcefully evacuate the land and take over. In the past several decades, the Zionists 
have murdered and victimized millions of innocent and defenseless Palestinians. They 
are still committing genocide to this day with the full blessing of Washington, London, 
and Brussels but more importantly the Rothschild crime family who are the behind-the-
scenes agents of the highest echelons of diabolic earthly power with a lust for control 
and domination. I will not elaborate on the nature of their esoteric Luciferian agenda 
since that could be a separate topic for another article.   
 
According to the Jewish English historian, Simon Schama, the Rothschild’s own 80% of 
what they have opportunistically called “Israel” – a blasphemy unto itself according to 
true Torah Jews who correctly point out (according to academic Judaic Biblical 
understanding) that after the destruction of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem in 70 A.D. 
by the Roman General Titus, as prophesized by Jesus Christ some 40 years earlier, 
that a nation of Israel can ONLY be assembled by the Messiah himself and absolutely 
by no earthly power or authority and that the contrary is nothing short of a satanic 
agenda and contrary to the will and directions of the Divine Providence.  
 
The creation of the Zionist State of so-called “Israel” was massively unjust right from the 
beginning: an entity conceived in treachery, theft, and cruelty and politically justified vis-
à-vis the evil of the burnt offering which is the exact meaning of the word Holocaust. In 
this manner, the evil Rothschild’s cult of Moloch belief in human sacrifice, in this case 
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the Holocaust, was a precursor and a required harbinger for them to steal and carve 
their own nation state. 
 
Naturally, this profound inequity continues to breed conflict today, as has been the case 
all along. It is no exaggeration to state that the founding of this Rothschild Zionist State, 
along with the blind and absolute ideological and financial support by their corrosive 
AIPAC and JDL lobbyists among other traitors in Washington, London, Brussels, and 
Tel Aviv may dangerously be a contrived forerunner to World War III itself, as we have 
been gradually witnessing this possible trend taking place in the Middle East in the past 
several years, starting with the invasion and occupation of Iraq in 2003 followed by 
other covert wars and anarchies to follow which is dangerously drawing in global 
powers such as Russia as well as China and India (in rhetoric) and regional powers 
such as Iran and Saudi Arabia. 
 
It’s hard to fathom that this puny, desert-stricken patch of Rothschild Zionist-created 
entity which measures no more than 8019 square miles – all of it illegal and stolen of 
course – practically controls the Middle Eastern foreign policy mechanisms of the 
governments of the US, EU, UK, Canada, France, and many others in the Western 
world. Apparently, at least for now, size doesn’t matter. What matters is that the 
Rothschild’s have always been fully behind this Frankenstein golem, falsely and 
blasphemously called, “Israel”, in which the Rothschild’s are both the Frankenstein and 
the golem. 
 
At any rate, here are more facts about the broad spectrum of the power of the 
Rothschild crime syndicate: 
 
The Rothschild’s own the Reuters and the Associated Press (AP), the two biggest news 
media agencies in the world which naturally have stayed subservient to their master’s 
propaganda talking points, albeit with a clever twist of what seem like “objectivity” which 
it totally is not. The Rothschild’s also have a controlling share in the Royal Dutch Oil 
Company, the so-called “Bank of England” which in reality should be called, “The Bank 
of Rothschild’s” as part of their original five European banking branches in London, 
Paris, Frankfurt, Vienna, and Naples, as exhibited in the Rothschild five arrows coat-of-
arms, symbolizing the five sons of the criminal godfather Mayer Amschel Rothschild 
who lived from 1744 to 1812 in Frankfurt, Germany still the financial capital of the 
Federal Republic of Germany courtesy of the Rothschild’s. 
 
They also own LBMA (London Bullion Market Association), exert tremendous covert 
influence at the Federal Reserve, the ECB (European Central Bank), IMF, World Bank, 
and the Bank of International Settlements. The Rothschild’s also have ownership of the 
majority supply of actual physical gold in the world. They own the London Gold 
Exchange which sets the price of gold every day. It is estimated that the Rothschild’s 
own over half of the wealth of the entire planet – estimated by Credit Suisse to be $231 
trillion which is reportedly managed and controlled by the 85-year old Lord Evelyn 
Rothschild, the current head of this crime family. 
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And here’s a very interesting relatively recent fact: One week before September 11, 
2001, the ZIM Shipping Company broke its lease which it had held for 30 years with 
New York’s World Trade Center Building Complex which of course were owned by 
Silverstein Properties. ZIM Shipping Company is 50% owned by the Rothschild’s, 
hinting that they possibly had a hand in 9-11 via quo bono circumstantial evidence that 
is just begging to be officially investigated but of course is not because the Rothschild’s 
are way too big and encompassing. Here’s a crucial side-note addendum: ZIM Shipping 
Company was formerly known as ZIM Israel Navigation Company Ltd. and Zim 
American Israeli Shipping Inc. It is the biggest cargo shipping company in Israel, and 
one of the top 20 global carriers. 
 
Back to the past, in 2005 ‘Forbes’ magazine ranked Mayer Amschel Rothschild, the 
original godfather of this criminal family back in the 18th and early 19th century, as 
number seven in its list of "The 20 Most Influential Businessmen of All Time“. 
Incidentally, Mayer Amschel Rothschild is referred to as the "founding father of 
international finance”. 
 
The Rothschild’s were directly involved in financing the British in their War of 1812 when 
England invaded Washington D.C. and burned our nation’s capital to the ground. Three 
years later (in 1815), the Rothschild’s took complete control of the Bank of England, but 
kept the name as a decoy, of course, with all the other national banks that they now 
own throughout the globe. 
 
The Rothschild’s were also directly involved in financing the Southern secessionists 
during the American Civil War of 1861-1865. President Abraham Lincoln’s assassin, 
John Wilkes Booth, was in fact a Rothschild agent. 
 
After their hostile takeover of the Bank of England in 1815, the Rothschild’s have been 
expanding their banking control literally all over the world. Their method: Pressuring 
various countries’ corrupt politicians to accept massive IMF loans, which they can never 
repay, of course, and thus go into a form of debt slavery to the Rothschild banking 
powers. If a leader refuses to accept the loan, he is oftentimes either ousted or 
assassinated. And if that fails, invasions can follow. Does that sound familiar? 
 
As stated above, the Rothschild’s also exert powerful influence over the world’s major 
western mainstream news media outlets. By repetition of the same deceitful 
propaganda throughout their news cycle, the masses are duped into believing 
exaggerated horror stories about “evil dictators” such as Saddam Hussein of Iraq, 
Moamar Gadhafi of Libya, and now Basher Assad of Syria, etc. Again, does THAT 
sound familiar? 
 
The Rothschild crime syndicate has had their hand in fomenting nearly every European 
war during the past 250 years, two of which were meticulously designed to become 
world wars in the 20th century alone. They also install presidents and prime-ministers, 
dethrone and install kings (with Freemasonic puppet replacements), foment false 
revolutions and coup-d’états’, create and stimulate social, ethnic, moral, cultural, 
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political, and geopolitical divisions and sectarianisms, bankrupt nations through wars 
and rumors of wars, use and abuse of economic tools (their favorite modus operandi) 
such as interest rate manipulations, contrived economic bubbles followed by financial 
collapses, recessions, and full economic depressions, in addition to currency exchange 
manipulations, and the list goes on and on. Like vermin, the Rothschild blood-suckers 
live to profit from all these societal and economic ills.  
 
On the cultural front, they have always worked hard [again from behind-the-scenes] vis-
à-vis the hidden hand of the immoral and godless Freemasonic power structures to 
corrode long-cherished moral values and spread all manners of sexual deviations and 
perversions which their godless liberal surrogates have worked hard during the past 50 
years to make these filth into a competing norm across Western Europe and North 
America. By abusing sacred phrases such as human rights and democracy, these 
utterly deprave, morally corrupt, liberal surrogates are directly arm-twisting tradition and 
moral societies to adopt their decrepit moral relativism and ethical ambiguity vis-à-vis 
the modern, secular so-called educational systems which they had a major hand in 
designing.  
 
In other words, a multiple decades-long cultural campaign of mass brain-washing to 
mislead the peoples of the world, especially in Western Europe and North America 
regions to persuade the public to call what is good evil and to call evil what is good. This 
of course was prophesized by Prophet Isaiah in the 8th century B.C. when he wrote, 
“Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and 
light for darkness, who put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter.” -(Isaiah 5:20). 
 
From the gecko, they aimed to destroy Western Christianity (Catholicism and later on 
Protestantism) which unfortunately to a great extent they have succeeded. They 
infiltrated the very Catholic Church in the 15th and 16th centuries during the Italian 
Renaissance vis-à-vis the Borgia popes who were Spanish Marino’s in heritage.  
 
They tried to do the same with Eastern Orthodox Christianity but utterly failed – then 
and now. Today, we must be grateful for the enthusiastic resurgence and hopeful 
revival of the Eastern Orthodox faith as a viable moral, ethical, and political force to be 
reckoned with, especially among the youth of Russia and Eastern Europe. This is one 
of the many reasons for their fanatical Russia-phobia media campaign. They 
typically insert this via their news media neuro-lingual programming of repeatedly calling 
this or that world leader a “dictator”, as they continue to do so, for example, with 
Russia’s President Vladimir Putin, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and 
Iran’s former President Ahmadinejad, Venezuela’s recently deceased former President 
Hugo Chavez and current President Nicolás Maduro, Bolivia’s President Evo Morales, 
and the recently CIA-deposed Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff as well as 
Philippines’s new President Rodrigo Duterte. These world leaders (among many others) 
are continuously singled-out and red-flagged because of their stern and courageous 
audacity to openly oppose [and expose] the Rothschild Illuminati power structure, albeit 
without directly invoking their name. They are frequently (if not repeatedly) character 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicol%25C3%25A1s_Maduro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilma_Rousseff
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assassinated via all the western mainstream media outlets which they happen to own 
and operate. 
   
Back to the resurgence of religion and traditional values, the surge in traditional 
Catholicism should also be celebrated in countries like Poland, et al., although this is a 
sensitive topic for Russia, especially after the fall of the USSR in 1991. Nevertheless, 
this Catholic resurgence does serve as a force to combat moral relativism and cultural 
decay that is running rampant in the North America and Western Europe regions, albeit 
we are at the threshold of a great modern revival of traditional values in both 
aforementioned regions.  
 
And as for the true, revolutionary, modern, righteous, political Islam, the Rothschild 
Zionists perceive that as their greatest threat while all along, they foment and fund the 
most brutal and savage-like versions of false Islam such as Wahhabism and Salafism 
via their Saudi and other Gulf Arab puppet proxies vis-à-vis the bloody ISIS savage 
mercenaries, in order to distort, confuse, and muddy the perceptions of the peoples of 
the world and even Muslims themselves towards Islam.  
 
This is so since their ultimate geopolitical plan in the greater Middle East region is to 
first evacuate big chunks of it vis-à-vis chaos, anarchy, lawlessness, and the wars that 
cause depopulation by horrific deaths which are then followed by the current refugee 
crisis across the massive war-torn areas of the Middle East and North Africa. This is 
intentionally done so in order to once-and-for-all implement their evil “Greater Israel” 
project which comprises confiscating all the lands from the Nile River (in Egypt) to the 
Euphrates River (in Iraq).  
 
Long ago, they even codified this hegemonic concept in their despicable Rothschild 
Zionist flag which is on a white background falsely symbolizing peace, comprised of two 
blue stripes symbolizing the Nile River and the Euphrates River (at the top and bottom) 
with their so-called “Star of David” which in actuality is their Star of Remphan – a 
Babylonian and Egyptian symbol signifying the satanic cult of Saturn worship that the 
Israelites most probably plagiarized and adopted from the Egyptians while wondering 
around in the desert for 40 years after their liberation/expulsion from Egypt. Please refer 
to Amos 5:26 as well as Acts 7:43 for a specific mention of this Star of Remphan. 
 
Besides, King David absolutely had no star or symbol, as many Orthodox Jewish rabbis 
would gladly testify. The eternal and true symbol of true Torah Jews is none other than 
the Menorah, symbolizing truth and light. However, King David’s son, the mystical King 
Solomon certainly did have a star (or symbol) and that was the upright pentagram 
symbolizing humanity. Turn it slightly to the left or right and you have the Luciferian 
Baphomet symbol – an idol or deity that the Knights Templar was accused of 
worshipping.  
   
Anyway, why is the Rothschild’s obsessed with their ominous control and conquest of 
big chucks of the Middle East? The answer is very cryptic and mysterious which I may 
elaborate in future articles. In brief, in order to directly control and spiritually abuse the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Templar
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powerful and esoteric energy vortexes of these very ancient and magical lands. And 
their trump card if their hegemony is ever challenged or threatened? The so-called “The 
Samson Option”, Israel's deterrence strategy of massive retaliation with nuclear 
weapons against any country whose military may defensively attack Israel. These are 
but just a few exoteric examples of the wicked strategies of the Rothschild’s and other 
so-called “elite” powerful families who are numbered to be 13 who rule the earth today 
with a clear satanic agenda for those who have the eyes to see and the ears to listen. 
 
Back to some of the geo-economic strategies of the Rothschild’s, here comes the Iran 
dossier. Revolutionary and modern Islamic ideology aside, could gaining control of the 
CBI (Central Bank of Iran) with its sizable gold deposits be one of the main reasons that 
Iran has been intensely targeted and demonized for close to 40 years by the western 
media and the warmongers in Washington, NATO, and Tel Aviv? Objective researchers 
point out that Iran is now one of only three countries left in the world whose central bank 
is NOT under Rothschild control. Before 9-11, there were reportedly seven: 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Sudan, Libya, Cuba, North Korea, and Iran – not that they would 
amount to much in the macroeconomic global sense. But in the case of Iraq and Libya, 
their supply of physical gold was vast, as is reported with Iran. 
  
By 2003, however, Afghanistan and Iraq were completely swallowed up by the 
Rothschild system and by 2011 Sudan and Libya followed. In Libya, a Rothschild bank 
was even established in Benghazi while the country was still at war! 
 
Again, objective researchers contend that Iran is not being demonized because they are 
a nuclear threat, as facts have proven over-and-over that Iran is clearly NOT a nuclear 
threat. And yet, the Rothschild-controlled mainstream media along with puppet 
politicians relentlessly keep repeating this lie even after the signing of JCPOA, the 
acronym for the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action between P5+1 (Russia, China, US, 
UK, France + Germany) and the Islamic Republic of Iran. 
 
What then is the real reason? Is it the trillions to be made in stolen oil profits, or the 
trillions to be made in war profits (a two-centuries long Rothschild specialty), or is it to 
start World War III for whatever diabolic financial incentive, or is it to simply destroy the 
CBI (Central Bank of Iran) so that no one is left to defy Rothschild’s money racket? It 
might be any one of those reasons or worst, it might be all of them! 
 
To sum up, what used to be pejoratively referred to as a “conspiracy theory” is now 
being discussed openly among credible academics, cutting-edge independent think-
tanks, and ultimately the governments of the nations of the world.  
 
Lastly, an old John Maynard Keynes & E. F. Schumacher concept for a global currency 
called the Bancor may still be a viable Rothschild global currency scam and along with it 
their proposed, controversial, octopus-like global central bank swindle, dominating every 
financial aspect of today’s modern life.  
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The criminal Rothschild godfather, Mayer Amschel Rothschild, famously said, “Give me 
control of a nation’s money and I care not who makes her laws.” Whoever continues to 
control the monetary system of the world will in effect control the policies and laws – 
globally speaking. What is the Rothschild’s strategy in achieving this? One of the 
preliminary measures of incorporating a global currency seems to be the destruction of 
all currencies around the globe in order to justify its inception. 
 
As stated, calls for a global currency began to come about after World War II, when 
British Economist John Maynard Keynes and the British government proposed the 
Bancor as a world reserve currency. The current ongoing economic crisis, especially 
ever since the Great Recession of 2008, has set the stage for the demise of the dollar 
as the current world reserve currency in order to possibly make way for this proposed 
Bancor or whatever other name or electronic/ digital currency system they come up 
with, to make their propaganda more marketable since the cat is totally out of the bag 
with the Bancor, figuratively-speaking. 
 
One thing is for certain, Washington, the Fed, and their allies are in on the plan, 
as the Fed continues to devalue the dollar through “quantitative easing”, better 
put, printing more and more worthless paper money. Washington continues to 
grow by spending more-and-more only to exacerbate the problem. Perhaps, this 
is all part of the Rothschild plan to destroy the dollar once-and-for-all.  
 
Timothy Geithner, former president of the New York branch of the Fed and later on 
Barack Obama’s Secretary of Treasury from 2008-2012 openly endorsed the one world 
currency. He, more-or-less, admits to it (in this brief video) from a meeting at the 
Council of Foreign Relations in Washington, incidentally a major political & economic 
think-tank arm of the Rothschild power structure: http://youtu.be/ds_qGXbxK-4 
 
Some argue that the US housing market bubble, US auto industry’s near collapse and 
its subsequent U.S. Government bailout, Wall Street and banker bailouts, as well as the 
drastic reduction in manufacturing here in the U.S. are all contrived events in order to 
systematically crush the US economy and the dollar in particular, with the ultimate goal 
of making way for phase two of the ominous Rothschild and other elite families’ final 
takeover of the world’s monetary systems and the completion of a New World Order 
feudalistic dictatorship, better put, the New Secular/Godless Order. The writing is 
certainly on the wall.  
 
Now, let the real people’s social, political, economic, but most importantly spiritual 
revolution begin. We are at the threshold – and some would say in the midst of – a 
grand new global reality. If we are to defeat this Rothschild satanic agenda, we must all 
work together, shoulder-to-shoulder and hand-in-hand, or we are doomed. 
 

Sovereignty and Secrecy of the Rothschild BIS 
 
It is not surprising that the BIS, its offices, employees, directors and members share an 
incredible immunity from virtually all regulation, scrutiny and accountability.  

http://youtu.be/ds_qGXbxK-4
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In 1931, central bankers and their constituents were fed up with government meddling 
in world financial affairs. Politicians were viewed mostly with contempt, unless it was 
one of their own who was the politician.  
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Thus, the BIS (i.e., the Rothschild’s) offered them a once-and-for-all opportunity to set 
up the "apex" the way they really wanted it - private. They demanded these conditions 
and got everything, and then some; and I mean everything possible in what they 
demanded.  
 
A quick summary of their immunity, explained further below, includes 

 diplomatic immunity for persons and what they carry with them (i.e., diplomatic 
pouches)  

 no taxation on any transactions, including salaries paid to employees  
 embassy-type immunity for all buildings and/or offices operated by the BIS  
 no oversight or knowledge of operations by any government authority  
 freedom from immigration restrictions  
 freedom to encrypt any and all communications of any sort  
 immunity from any legal jurisdiction   

 
Further, members of the BIS board of directors (for instance, Alan Greenspan) are 
individually granted special benefits: 

 “immunity from arrest or imprisonment and immunity from seizure of their 
personal baggage, save in flagrant cases of criminal offence”  

 “inviolability of all papers and documents”  
 “immunity from jurisdiction, even after their mission has been accomplished, for 

acts carried out in the discharge of their duties, including words spoken and 
writings”  

 “exemption for themselves, their spouses and children from any immigration 
restrictions, from any formalities concerning the registration of aliens and from 
any obligations relating to national service in Switzerland ”  

 “the right to use codes in official communications or to receive or send 
documents or correspondence by means of couriers or diplomatic bags” 
  

Lastly, all remaining officials and employees of the BIS have the following immunities: 
 “immunity from jurisdiction for acts accomplished in the discharge of their duties, 

including words spoken and writings, even after such persons have ceased to be 
Officials of the Bank”  

 “exemption from all Federal, cantonal and communal taxes on salaries, fees and 
allowances paid to them by the Bank…”  

 exempt from Swiss national obligations, freedom for spouses and family 
members from immigration restrictions, transfer assets and properties - including 
internationally - with the same degree of benefit as Officials of other international 
organizations. 
  

Of course, a corporate charter can say anything it wants to say and still be subject to 
outside authorities.  
  
Nevertheless, these were the immunities practiced and enjoyed since 1930 onward to 
this present day.  
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On February 10, 1987, a more formal acknowledgement called the "Headquarters 
Agreement" was executed between the BIS and the Swiss Federal Council and 
basically clarified and reiterated what we already knew. 
 
Conclusions  
Our credo is "Follow the money, follow the power." This report has endeavored to follow 
the money. We find that:  

 The BIS is central bank to all major central banks in the world  
 It is privately owned by central banks themselves, most of whom are also private  
 It was founded under questionable circumstances by questionable people  
 It is accountable to no one, especially government bodies  
 It operates in complete secrecy and is inviolable  
 Movement of money is obscured and hidden when routed through the BIS  
 The BIS is targeting regional currency blocks and ultimately, a global currency  
 It has been hugely successful at building the New International Economic Order, 

along with its attendant initiatives on global governance.  
 As to "follow the power," another article will more fully explore the influence of 

power that the BIS exerts over other banks, nations and governments. For your 
own consideration in the meantime, Proverbs 22:7 provides a useful compass: 
"The rich rule over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender". 

  
  

The Tower of Basel: Secretive 
Plans for the Issuing of a Global Currency 
Do we really want the Bank for International Settlements 

(BIS) Issuing our Global Currency? 
 

One of the best reads today is ‘Web of Debt’ by Ellen Brown. Ellen Brown developed 
her research skills as an attorney practicing civil litigation in Los Angeles. In ‘Web of 
Debt,’ her latest book published in 2013, she turns those skills to an analysis of the 
Federal Reserve and “the money trust.” She shows how this private cartel has usurped 
the power to create money from the people themselves, and how we the people can get 
it back. Her earlier books focused on the pharmaceutical cartel that gets its power from 
“the money trust.” 
 
Ellen Brown’s book is one of my most important resources when it comes to the 
mystified image that exists around who issues our money.  Over a decade ago, Ellen  
Brown had written on how the G20 had moved a step closer to the “Global Currency”. 
 
Ambrose Evans-Pritchard wrote:  “A single clause in Point 19 of the communiqué issued 
by the G20 leaders amounts to revolution in the global financial order. We have agreed 
to support a general SDR allocation which will inject $250bn (£170bn) into the world 
economy and increase global liquidity,” It said. SDRs are Special Drawing Rights, a 
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synthetic paper currency issued by the International Monetary Fund that has lain 
dormant for half a century. 
 
In effect, the G20 leaders have activated the IMF’s power to create money and begin 
global ‘quantitative easing’. In doing so, they are putting a de facto world currency into 
play. It is outside the control of any sovereign body. Conspiracy theorists will love it. 
Indeed they will.  The article was subtitled, “The world is a step closer to a global 
currency, backed by a global central bank, running monetary policy for all 
humanity.”  Which naturally raises the question, who or what will serve as this global 
central bank, cloaked with the power to issue the global currency and police monetary 
policy for all humanity?  When the world’s central bankers met in Washington, they 
discussed what body might be in a position to serve in that awesome and fearful role.  A 
former governor of the Bank of England stated: 
 
“The answer might already be staring us in the face, in the form of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS). . . . The IMF tends to couch its warnings about 
economic problems in very diplomatic language, but the BIS is more independent and 
much better placed to deal with this if it is given the power to do so.” 
 
And if the vision of a global currency outside government control does not set off 
conspiracy theorists, putting the BIS in charge of it surely will.  The BIS has been 
scandal-ridden ever since it was branded with pro-Nazi leanings in the 1930s.  Founded 
in Basel, Switzerland, in 1930, the BIS has been called “the most exclusive, secretive, 
and powerful supranational club in the world.”  Charles Higham wrote in his book 
‘Trading with the Enemy’ that by the late 1930s, the BIS had assumed an openly pro-
Nazi bias, a theme that was expanded on in a BBC Timewatch film titled “Banking with 
Hitler” broadcast in 1998.  In 1944, the American government backed a resolution at the 
Bretton-Woods Conference calling for the liquidation of the BIS, following Czech 
accusations that it was laundering gold stolen by the Nazis from occupied Europe; but 
the central bankers succeeded in quietly snuffing out the American resolution. 
 
In ‘Tragedy and Hope: A History of the World in Our Time’ (1966), Dr. Carroll Quigley 
revealed the key role played in global finance by the BIS behind the scenes.  Dr. 
Quigley was Professor of History at Georgetown University, where he was President Bill 
Clinton’s mentor.  He was also an insider, groomed by the powerful clique he called “the 
international bankers.”   
 
He wrote: 
“I know of the operations of this network because I have studied it for twenty years and 
was permitted for two years, in the early 1960’s, to examine its papers and secret 
records. I have no aversion to it or to most of its aims and have, for much of my life, 
been close to it and too many of its instruments. . . . In general my chief difference of 
opinion is that it wishes to remain unknown, and I believe its role in history is significant 
enough to be known.” 
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Modest beginnings, BIS Office, Hotel Savoy-Univers, Basel 

 

 
First Annual General Meeting, 1931 

 
 
Quigley wrote of this international banking network: 
 
“The powers of financial capitalism had another far-reaching aim, nothing less than to 
create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political 
system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole.  This system was to 
be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by 
secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences.  The apex 
of the system was to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland, a 
private bank owned and controlled by the world’s central banks which were themselves 
private corporations.” 
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The key to their success, said Quigley, was that the international bankers would control 
and manipulate the money system of a nation while letting it appear to be controlled by 
the government.  The statement echoed one made in the eighteenth century by the 
patriarch of what would become the most powerful banking dynasty in the world.  Mayer 
Amschel Bauer Rothschild famously said in 1791: 
 
“Allow me to issue and control a nation’s currency, and I care not who makes its laws.” 
 
Mayer’s five sons were sent to the major capitals of Europe – London, Paris, Vienna, 
Berlin and Naples – with the mission of establishing a banking system that would be 
outside government control.  The economic and political systems of nations would be 
controlled not by citizens but by bankers, for the benefit of bankers.  Eventually, a 
privately-owned “central bank” was established in nearly every country; and this central 
banking system has now gained control over the economies of the world.  Central banks 
have the authority to print money in their respective countries, and it is from these banks 
that governments must borrow money to pay their debts and fund their operations.  The 
result is a global economy in which not only industry but government itself runs on 
“credit” (or debt) created by a banking monopoly headed by a network of private central 
banks; and at the top of this network is the BIS, the “central bank of central banks” in 
Basel. 
 

Behind the Curtain 
For many years the BIS kept a very low profile, operating behind the scenes in an 
abandoned hotel.  It was here that decisions were reached to devalue or defend 
currencies, fix the price of gold, regulate offshore banking, and raise or lower short-term 
interest rates.  In 1977, however, the BIS gave up its anonymity in exchange for more 
efficient headquarters.  The new building has been described as “an eighteen story-high 
circular skyscraper that rises above the medieval city like some misplaced nuclear 
reactor.”  It quickly became known as the “Tower of Basel.”  Today the BIS has 
governmental immunity, pays no taxes, and has its own private police force.  It is, as 
Mayer Rothschild envisioned, above the law. 
 

One Bank to Rule Them All: The Bank for International Settlements 
The BIS is now composed of 55 member nations, but the club that meets regularly in 
Basel is a much smaller group; and even within it, there is a hierarchy.  In a 1983 article 
in ‘Harper’s’ Magazine called “Ruling the World of Money,” Edward Jay Epstein wrote 
that where the real business gets done is in “a sort of inner club made up of the half 
dozen or so powerful central bankers who find themselves more or less in the same 
monetary boat” – those from Germany, the United States, Switzerland, Italy, Japan and 
England.  Epstein said: 
 
“The prime value, which also seems to demarcate the inner club from the rest of the BIS 
members, is the firm belief that central banks should act independently of their home 
governments. . . . A second and closely related belief of the inner club is that politicians 
should not be trusted to decide the fate of the international monetary system.” 
 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/one-bank-to-rule-them-all-the-bank-for-international-settlements/5480852
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In 1974, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision was created by the central bank 
Governors of the Group of Ten nations (now expanded to twenty).  The BIS provides 
the twelve-member Secretariat for the Committee.  The Committee, in turn, sets the 
rules for banking globally, including capital requirements and reserve controls.  In a 
2003 article titled “The Bank for International Settlements Calls for Global Currency,” 
Joan Veon wrote: 
 
“The BIS is where all of the world’s central banks meet to analyze the global economy 
and determine what course of action they will take next to put more money in their 
pockets, since they control the amount of money in circulation and how much interest 
they are going to charge governments and banks for borrowing from them. . . . 
 
When you understand that the BIS pulls the strings of the world’s monetary system, you 
then understand that they have the ability to create a financial boom or bust in a 
country.  If that country is not doing what the money lenders want, then all they have to 
do is sell its currency.” 
 

The Controversial Basel Accords 
The power of the BIS to make or break economies was demonstrated in 1988, when it 
issued a Basel Accord raising bank capital requirements from 6% to 8%.  By then, 
Japan had emerged as the world’s largest creditor; but Japan’s banks were less well 
capitalized than other major international banks.  Raising the capital requirement forced 
them to cut back on lending, creating a recession in Japan like that suffered in the U.S. 
today.  Property prices fell and loans went into default as the security for them shriveled 
up.  A downward spiral followed, ending with the total bankruptcy of the banks.  The 
banks had to be nationalized, although that word was not used in order to avoid 
criticism. 
 
Among other collateral damage produced by the Basel Accords was a spate of suicides 
among Indian farmers unable to get loans.  The BIS capital adequacy standards 
required loans to private borrowers to be “risk-weighted,” with the degree of risk 
determined by private rating agencies; and farmers and small business owners could 
not afford the agencies’ fees.  Banks therefore assigned 100 percent risk to the loans, 
and then resisted extending credit to these “high-risk” borrowers because more capital 
was required to cover the loans.  When the conscience of the nation was aroused by 
the Indian suicides, the government, lamenting the neglect of farmers by commercial 
banks, established a policy of ending the “financial exclusion” of the weak; but this step 
had little real effect on lending practices, due largely to the strictures imposed by the 
BIS from abroad. 
 
Similar complaints have come from Korea.  An article in the December 12, 2008 Korea 
Times titled “BIS Calls Trigger Vicious Cycle” described how Korean entrepreneurs with 
good collateral cannot get operational loans from Korean banks, at a time when the 
economic downturn requires increased investment and easier credit: 
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“‘The Bank of Korea has provided more than 35 trillion won to banks since September 
when the global financial crisis went full throttle,’ said a Seoul analyst, who declined to 
be named.  ‘But the effect is not seen at all with the banks keeping the liquidity in their 
safes.  They simply don’t lend and one of the biggest reasons is to keep the BIS ratio 
high enough to survive,’ he said. . . . 
 
“Chang Ha-joon, an economics professor at Cambridge University, concurs with 
the analyst. ‘What banks do for their own interests, or to improve the BIS ratio, is 
against the interests of the whole society.  This is a bad idea,’ Chang said in a recent 
telephone interview with Korea Times.” 
 
In a May 2002 article in The Asia Times titled “Global Economy: The BIS vs. National 
Banks,” economist Henry C K Liu observed that the Basel Accords have forced national 
banking systems “to march to the same tune, designed to serve the needs of highly 
sophisticated global financial markets, regardless of the developmental needs of their 
national economies.”  He wrote: 
 
“National banking systems are suddenly thrown into the rigid arms of the Basel Capital 
Accord sponsored by the Bank of International Settlement (BIS), or to face the penalty 
of usurious risk premium in securing international interbank loans. . . . National policies 
suddenly are subjected to profit incentives of private financial institutions, all members 
of a hierarchical system controlled and directed from the money center banks in New 
York. The result is to force national banking systems to privatize . . . . 
 
BIS regulations serve only the single purpose of strengthening the international private 
banking system, even at the peril of national economies. . . . The IMF and the 
international banks regulated by the BIS are a team: the international banks lend 
recklessly to borrowers in emerging economies to create a foreign currency debt crisis, 
the IMF arrives as a carrier of monetary virus in the name of sound monetary policy, 
then the international banks come as vulture investors in the name of financial rescue to 
acquire national banks deemed capital inadequate and insolvent by the BIS. 
 
Ironically, noted Liu, developing countries with their own natural resources did not 
actually need the foreign investment that trapped them in debt to outsiders: 
 
Applying the State Theory of Money [which assumes that a sovereign nation has the 
power to issue its own money], any government can fund with its own currency all its 
domestic developmental needs to maintain full employment without inflation.” 
 
When governments fall into the trap of accepting loans in foreign currencies, however, 
they become “debtor nations” subject to IMF and BIS regulation.  They are forced to 
divert their production to exports, just to earn the foreign currency necessary to pay the 
interest on their loans.  National banks deemed “capital inadequate” have to deal with 
strictures comparable to the “conditionalities” imposed by the IMF on debtor nations: 
“escalating capital requirement, loan write-offs and liquidation, and restructuring through 
selloffs, layoffs, downsizing, cost-cutting and freeze on capital spending.”  Liu wrote: 
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“Reversing the logic that a sound banking system should lead to full employment and 
developmental growth, BIS regulations demand high unemployment and developmental 
degradation in national economies as the fair price for a sound global private banking 
system.” 
 

The Last Domino to Fall 
While banks in developing nations were being penalized for falling short of the BIS 
capital requirements, large international banks managed to escape the rules, although 
they actually carried enormous risk because of their derivative exposure.  The mega-
banks succeeded in avoiding the Basel rules by separating the “risk” of default out from 
the loans and selling it off to investors, using a form of derivative known as “credit 
default swaps.” 
 
However, it was not in the game plan that U.S. banks should escape the BIS net.  When 
they managed to sidestep the first Basel Accord, a second set of rules was imposed 
known as Basel II.  The new rules were established in 2004, but they were not levied on 
U.S. banks until November 2007, the month after the Dow passed 14,000 to reach its 
all-time high.  It has been all downhill from there.  Basel II had the same effect on U.S. 
banks that Basel I had on Japanese banks: they have been struggling ever since to 
survive.  The stock market and all the markets are gamed and rigged through “key 
strokes” on a computer in the basement of the Fed.  The rug beneath the stock market 
will be ripped from beneath the house of cards.  
 
Basel II requires banks to adjust the value of their marketable securities to the “market 
price” of the security, a rule called “mark to market.”  The rule has theoretical merit, but 
the problem is timing: it was imposed ex post facto, after the banks already had the 
hard-to-market assets on their books.  Lenders that had been considered sufficiently 
well capitalized to make new loans suddenly found they were insolvent.  At least, they 
would have been insolvent if they had tried to sell their assets, an assumption required 
by the new rule.  Financial analyst John Berlau complained: 
 
“The crisis is often called a ‘market failure,’ and the term ‘mark-to-market’ seems to 
reinforce that. But the mark-to-market rules are profoundly anti-market and hinder the 
free-market function of price discovery. . . . In this case, the accounting rules fail to allow 
the market players to hold on to an asset if they don’t like what the market is currently 
fetching, an important market action that affects price discovery in areas from 
agriculture to antiques.” 
 
Imposing the mark-to-market rule on U.S. banks caused an instant credit freeze, which 
proceeded to take down the economies not only of the U.S. but of countries 
worldwide.  In early April 2009, the mark-to-market rule was finally softened by the U.S. 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB); but critics said the modification did not 
go far enough, and it was done in response to pressure from politicians and bankers, 
not out of any fundamental change of heart or policies by the BIS. 
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And that is where the conspiracy theorists come in.  Why did the BIS not retract or at 
least modify Basel II after seeing the devastation it had caused?  Why did it sit idly by as 
the global economy came crashing down?  Was the goal to create so much economic 
havoc that the world would rush with relief into the waiting arms of the BIS with its 
privately-created global currency?  The plot thickens . . . . 
 

 
 
In these four articles, I have covered the origin of the BIS, the family who the Bible 
refers to as the “Synagogue of Satan” in Revelation 2:9 and 3:9. I have provided the 
history on how the Rothschild’s secured Swiss “Neutrality” assuring the House of 
Rothschild remains above the law in all of this. You have more than enough knowledge 
about how the House of Rothschild has become the center of the world’s money supply, 
all of which is created out of nothing.    
 
The bottom line of all this is the world is at the precipice and transition to the “Cashless 
Society” in the form of what the Bible calls the “Mark” of the Beast. As Catherine Austin 
Fitts shared in Part 2, the Central Bankers pressed the “Reset” button to transition the 
world into the Rothschild Global Plantation.  In simple terms, “human enslavement” is a 
matter of months away!  You are already under the lockdown of Jesuit Dr. Anthony 
Fauci’s in the requirement to wear the useless face masks that are detrimental to one’s 
health.  The mask is your submission to what comes next! 
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The news on this is not all negative, there is a ray of light in all this chicanery and 
“winner take all” game of Monopoly being played for real with real assets and Bible-
believing Christians will be delivered from this Global Enslavement, metaphorically 
called a “Reset”.  The House of Rothschild represent Lucifer’s last hurrah! 
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1. God has reserved Daniel’s 70th Week, especially for dealing with the Zionist House of 

Rothschild, along with all of those who embrace the Anti-Messiah, Prince Charles of 

Wales.  Even as we see the world devolving into chaos and destruction, Prince Charles 

prepares for his debut on the world stage as the Masonic Messiah.  Skeptics can read 

the evidence in Part 6 of the “The Satanic Talmud and the Synagogue of Satan” - 

[PDF] 

The Satanic Talmud & The Synagogue of Satan  

pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/STS6.pdf  

 
Doubt it not folks, those of you who have doubted the Bible, the offer of Salvation, and 
those who have sold their soul to Lucifer for mammon are doomed at the end of the day 
of the Lord’s wrath.  The hour glass of time is about to run out forever. The prophet 
Ezekiel said it so loud and so clearly.   
 
"They will throw their silver into the streets, and their gold will be treated as a 
thing unclean. Their silver and gold will not be able to deliver them in the day of 
the LORD's wrath. It will not satisfy their hunger or fill their stomachs, for it has 
caused them to stumble into sin.”  -(Ezekiel 7:19). 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob 
 
EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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